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Abstract: In this study, we report the design and fabrication of a high-performance hydrogen peroxide vapor 
sensor based on La doped ZnO nanstructured film using the high-frequency magnetron sputtering method. The 
response (Rgas/Rair) of the sensor was measured at various operating temperature to different concentrations of 
hydrogen peroxide vapors. It was also studied the gas sensing properties of the sensor by impedance spectroscopy. 
Gas sensing tests indicate that La-doped ZnO sensor exhibit high sensitivity to low concentration of hydrogen 
peroxide vapor. We expect that in the future, La doped ZnO nanstructured sensitive thin films will be able to be 
utilized in highly sensitive, real-time hydrogen peroxide vapor sensors. 
 
Keywords: Zinc oxide, Conductometric sensor, Magnetron sputtering, Hydrogen peroxide vapor, Thin film, 
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1. Introduction 

 

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is an odorless and 
colorless liquid and it is more viscous than water. It is 
an important metabolic product in chemical and food 
industries. It is used as a fuel and has chemical 
applications, biological function, domestic uses, as 
well as therapeutic use, including use as an 
antimicrobial and oxidizing agent. Different 
concentrations of hydrogen peroxide with water 
solution are also used for industrial applications such 
as pulp- and paper-bleaching. It is available to 
consumers most commonly with a 3 % solution as a 
general disinfectant [1-4].  

Due to such a wide range of applications the 
demand for developing hydrogen peroxide vapor 

detection methods is increasing year by year. Research 
on the detection and measurement of the concentration 
of H2O2 vapors received considerable attention in the 
last decade. Various methods such as gas 
chromatography, surface plasma resonance, 
fluorescence, Fourier-transform infrared 
spectroscopy, chemiluminescence detectors, mass 
spectrometry, colorimetry, electrochemistry and 
semiconductor gas sensors have been applied in 
hydrogen peroxide detection. Unlike other techniques, 
gas sensors based on metal oxide semiconductor 
(MOS) nanostructured materials have been widely 
used, having to the advantages of low cost, easy to 
miniaturize and production, high stability, selectivity, 
sensitivity, reliability and fast response [5-8]. 
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In the manufacturing of conductomertric gas 
sensors several types of MOS materials have been 
explored, including SnO2, ZnO, In2O3, TiO2, WO3, 
CuO and Fe2O3 with different dopants and 
morphologies.  

 
 

1.1. The Properties of ZnO Material  
 
Among the oxides, ZnO has some advantages such 

as its low cost, wide bandgap energy (3.4 eV), simple 
synthesis of nanostructures, high mobility of electron 
carriers, large exciton binding energy (60 meV) at 
room temperature and non-toxicity in nature that 
makes it eco-friendly. Zinc oxide is a group II–VI 
compound semiconductor and has promising catalytic, 
electrical, electronic, and optical properties. It has 
recently attracted great attention due to its physical 
properties and potential applications in solar cells, gas 
sensors and other electronic nanodevices. Zinc oxide 
is one of the most studied MOS materials due to its 
unique surface properties. ZnO has crystal structures 
of wurtzite, zinc blende and rock salt. The wurtzite is 
the most thermodynamically and chemically stable 
phase structure under ambient conditions. The 
wurtzite structure is a hexagonal close-packed 
structure (Fig. 1). Table 1 lists the main physical and 
chemical properties of ZnO material [9, 10]. 

Understanding the fundamental physical and 
chemical properties is the best way to the rational 
design of functional devices. In study of the properties 
of ZnO nanostructured material is essential for 
developing their potential as the building blocks for 
future nanoscale devices. The monocrystalline and 
polycrystalline (small grains with diameter  
of 15-30 nm) ZnO structures show a superior fatigue 
resistance, high isoelectric point and charge transfer 
properties, biocompatibility, and low impact on the 
environment at the end of life cycle. ZnO based 
nanomaterials are easy to fabricate, and raw materials 
and precursors are easily available [11]. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The wurtzite structure of ZnO [12]. 
 
 

This material is also widely used in various gas 
sensors as a high-sensitive material with combination 
of 3 S parameters (Sensitivity, Selectivity and 
Stability). In particular, the polycrystalline structure of 

this material has quite promising parameters in terms 
of use in gas sensors. Due to its high chemical 
stability, catalytic activity and large surface area to 
volume ratio, ZnO polycrystalline material has 
become one of the main materials used in gas  
sensors [13].  

 
 

Table 1. The physical and chemical properties  
of wurtzite ZnO. 

 

Properties Value 

Lattice constants (T = 300 K)  
a0 0.32469 nm 

c0 0.52069 nm 
Density 5.606 g/cm3 
Melting point 2248 K 
Relative dielectric constant 8.66 
Gap Energy 3.4 eV, direct 
Intrinsic carrier concentration  <106 cm−3 
Exciton binding energy  60 meV 
Electron effective mass  0.24 
Electron mobility (T = 300 K)  200 cm2/Vs 
Hole effective mass  0.59 
Hole mobility (T = 300 K)  5–50 cm2/Vs 
Molar mass 81.406 g/mol 
Heat capacity (C) 40.3 K−1mol−1 
Gibbs free energy (ΔfG˚) -320.5 kJ mol−1 

 
 

Although pure ZnO has not represented high 
sensing performance but conductometric sensors 
based on doped ZnO nanostructured material exhibit 
high sensitivity, selectivity and stability toward both 
oxidizing and reducing gases [14-18]. 

In this study, we prepared La doped ZnO based 
sensor for detection of hydrogen peroxide vapor and 
confirmed its high sensitivity by means of gas sensing 
studies. In Section 1, the introductory part and the 
properties of ZnO material are presented. In Section 2, 
the fabrication steps of Zn<La> sensor are presented. 
In Section 3, the studies of sensing properties of 
hydrogen peroxide sensor are presented. The 
hydrogen peroxide sensing mechanisms are discussed 
in Section 4. The conclusions are outlined in 
Section 5. Fabricated sensors have also sufficient 
selectivity and stability over time. 

 
 

2. Experimental 
 
The sensitive layers were deposited by magnetron 

sputtering method. First, sputtering targets (5 targets) 
based on ZnO (wurtzite) doped 0.5; 1; 1.5; 2; 
2.5 at.% La2O3 were fabricated using solid-phase 
reaction method. The process used to prepare the 
magnetron sputtering targets may be found in our 
previous reports [19, 20]. The synthesized ZnO<La> 
compositions were subjected to mechanical 
processing in order to eliminate surface defects having 
smooth, parallel tablets with the diameter of 50 mm 
and the thickness of 2 mm (see Fig. 2).  
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Fig. 2. The photos of the VTC-600-2HD DC/RF Dual-
Head High Vacuum Magnetron Plasma System and the 

ZnO<La> sputtering target. 
 
 

2.1. Magnetron Sputtered ZnO Layer 
 

Magnetron sputtering is one of the best methods 
for obtaining thin films from very wide range of 
materials including metals, dielectrics, ceramics, 
polymers and so on [21].  

Magnetron sputtering is a process whereby atoms 
of a solid target material are ejected (or vaporized) due 
to the momentum transfer from an atomic-sized 
energetic bombarding particle impinging on the target 
surface. Then these vaporized particles are condensed 
on the substrate material. The sputtering is carried out 
using gaseous ions from plasma that are then 
accelerated and directed toward the target. The plasma 
used during the sputtering is created and controlled by 
magnetron guns [22]. 

The ZnO<La> sensitive layers were deposited by 
the VTC-600-2HD DC/RF Dual-Head High Vacuum 
Magnetron Plasma System (see Fig. 2). As known, 
plasma is weakly ionized quasi-neutral gas made up of 
ions and electrons to be a good electrical conductor. 
Generally, processes that depend on the use of the 
plasma are referred to as plasma processing. The 
plasma processing has plasma densities between 
108~1013/cm3 and during the sputtering of the 
ZnO<La> layer the plasma density was 1010/cm3. The 
gas atoms may not be fully ionized and there are not 
only electrons and ions but also neutrals. The electron 
velocities are much higher than that of ions and 
neutrals. The plasma properties are heavily dependent 
on the excitation and ionization energies of the gas. 
The most suitable gas is argon (Ar) because it is an 
‘inert’ or ‘noble’ gas, thus not explosive when 
subjected to the RF (13.56 MHz) magnetic field or 
spark and it has low ionization energy (15.7 eV). High 
purity argon (99.99 %) was used as a plasma 
sustaining gas during the sputtering of ZnO<La> 
targets obtaining nanostructured gas-sensitive film 
with enhanced parameters. The krypton gas is also a 
good candidate for this application, but it's expensive. 
Ar is relatively cheap to manufacture since it is 
extracted directly from the atmosphere [23]. 

Generally, plasma can be used for different 
purposes depending on the type of the PVD process. It 
can be used as a source of ions or as a source of 
electrons. For applying power sources for discharge 
there are two sources: DC (continuous DC, Pulsed 
DC) and AC (LF (~100 Hz), MF (~100 Hz - ~1 MHz) 
and RF (> ~1 MHz)). The RF magnetic field with 
13.56 MHz was used by us as a power source. For 
magnetron DC and AC sputtering processes plasma is 
used as a source of ions for the sputtering from a target 
material if the plasma ions are directed toward it. The 
uniformity of plasma is very important concern for 
more tunable deposition process environment. Plasma 
uniformity is mainly dependent on sputtering system 
geometry and the means by which the plasma was 
produced. The plasma produced by DC diode is not 
ideal for sputtering because the electrons ejected from 
the cathode are accelerated away from the  
cathode and are not efficiently used for sustaining the 
discharge [24].  

Ceramic substrates with the interdigitated 
electrodes, the temperature sensor (Pt 1000) and the 
heater were used as sensor substrate (Multi-Sensor-
Platform) (see Fig. 3).  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The schematic diagram of the Multi-Sensor-
Platform (with mm unit) and the photo of Multi-Sensor-

Platform based sensor.  
 
 

Gas sensitive ZnO<La> layers were deposited onto 
Multi-Sensor-Platform by the VTC-600-2HD DC/RF 
Dual-Head High Vacuum Magnetron Plasma System 
under the following conditions: 60 W input power, 
150 °C deposition temperature, 70 mm distance 
between the target and substrate, 2×104 Pa base 
pressure, 6×10-1 Pa deposition pressure, and 20 
minutes duration of sputtering. Then, the sensors were 
sensitized by deposition of palladium catalytic 
particles on the surface of the sensing layers by the 
ion-beam sputtering method (the deposition time was 
3 seconds, the cathode current and the anode voltage 
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were equal to 65 A and 25 V, respectively). Finally, 
the samples were annealed at 350 °C during 3 hours 
for stabilization of sensing parameters. Five different 
sensors (from targets of ZnO doped 0.5; 1; 1.5; 2; 
2.5 at.% La) were made with the same technological 
modes described above. 

It is known that the gas sensitivity of resistive 
sensors is greatly influenced by the thickness of the 
sensing film. In the case of the thick films (> 300 nm) 
the sensitivity decreases and the response and recovery 
times increase. In the case of very thin films (< 50 nm) 
the sensor parameters are quite promising, but the 
stability of the film is quite low and the sensor may 
lose its gas sensing properties in a short time. It is 
necessary to find the optimal thickness of the film, in 
which case we have a trade off the key parameters of 
the sensor [25, 26].  

The thicknesses of the ZnO<La> thin films were 
measured by the Alpha-Step D-300 (KLA Tencor) 
profiler. The result of the study of the film-substrate 
transition profile is shown in Fig. 4. The thickness of 
the ZnO<La> film was equal to 80 nm and this was 
the optimal thickness for our sensors.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. The thickness measurement result  
for the La-doped ZnO film. 

 
 

It should be noted that the deposition rate of RF 
magnetron sputtering was almost unaffected by the 
percentage of dopant in the ZnO material. The films 
deposited in the same technological modes from all 
5 targets had almost the same thicknesses (80 nm). 

 
 

3. Results and Discussion 
 
At first, the gas sensing properties of the 

ZnO<1at.% La> thin layer were studied in the 
presence of hydrogen peroxide vapours using a home-
made computer-controlled gas testing system [1]. To 
have the necessary concentration of H2O2 in the 
chamber, the liquid hydrogen peroxide was introduced 
into the chamber on the special hot plate designed for 
the quick conversion of the liquid H2O2 to the gas 
phase. The response of the fabricated sensors is 
calculated as, R=Rgas/Rair, where Rair is the resistance 

of the sensor in the presence of air and Rgas is the 
resistance in the presence of the target gas.  

Initially, the ZnO<1at.% La> sensor's responses 
were measured at different operating temperatures in 
the presence of 100 ppm hydrogen peroxide vapours. 
Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the sensor's response 
on the operating temperature. The maximum response 
value was observed at 200 °C operating temperature, 
but from the temperature of 150 °C the sensor showed 
quite promising sensing results (at 50 and 100 °C 
operating temperatures the ZnO<1at.% La> sensor 
showed response to hydrogen peroxide vapours, but 
did not recover after eliminating the gas effect). 

The changes in the sensor's resistance in the 
presence of 100 ppm hydrogen peroxide vapours at 
different operating temperatures were also measured 
(see Fig. 6). At both temperatures (200 and 250 °C), 
the response times of the sensor are a few seconds, but 
the recovery times are longer. It is noteworthy that at 
250 °C operating temperature the sensor's resistance 
changed about 25 times in the presence of 100 ppm 
hydrogen peroxide vapours. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. The dependence of the ZnO<1at.% La> sensor's 
response on the operating temperature in the presence 

of 100 ppm hydrogen peroxide vapors. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. The resistance variation  
of the ZnO<1at.% La> sensor in the presence  

of 100 ppm hydrogen peroxide vapors at 200 and 250 °C 
operating temperatures. 

 
 

The sensing responses of the ZnO<1at.% La> film 
at 150 °C operating temperature towards ppm level of 
H2O2 were tested and the results are shown in Fig. 7. 
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The results indicated that the sensor exhibited clear 
and reversible gas responses to ppm levels of the gas. 
The absolute sensor responses to H2O2 vapors at the 
concentrations of 100 and 200 ppm, were about 3 and 
14 respectively. 

The gas-sensitive properties of the sensor are 
excellent at 200 and 250 °C operating temperatures, 
but at 150 °C the power consumption of the sensor is 
quite low. From this point of view, it is quite difficult 
to choose a specific operating temperature. On the 
other hand, the impedance properties of the sensor are 
fairly promising at 150 °C. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. The response-recovery curves of ZnO<1at.% La> 
sensor observed at different concentration of H2O2 vapors 

at 150 °C operating temperature. 
 
 

There were also studied the gas sensing properties 
of the sensor by impedance spectroscopy using the 
ZIVE-SP1 Potentiostat and the Keithley 4200-SCS 
(Semiconductor Characterization System). 

The Nyquist plot is commonly depicted as a 
semicircle at high frequency. The Nyquist plots of 
ZnO<1at.% La> sensor were observed in the air and in 
the presence of 200, 300 and 400 ppm hydrogen 
peroxide vapors at 150 °C operating temperature. 
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the significant deviations of 
Nyquist plots at the presence of H2O2 vapors and  
in the air. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. The Nyquist plots of ZnO<1at.% La> sensor 
observed in the air and in the presence of 200 ppm H2O2 

vapors at 150 °C operating temperature. 

 
 

Fig. 9. The Nyquist plots of ZnO<1at.% La> sensor 
observed in the air and in the presence of 300 and 400 ppm 

H2O2 vapors at 150 °C operating temperature. 
 
 

Future researches will focus not only on the study 
of the deviations of Nyquist plots at the presence of 
H2O2, but also on the build of the sensor equivalent 
circuit, obtaining more comprehensive information 
about the gas-sensitive element. 

It was extracted the response vs. concentration 
curve for the ZnO doped 1 at.% La film. Fig. 10 shows 
the dependence of response on the hydrogen peroxide 
vapor concentration at 150 °C operating temperature. 
Here, similar to the resistive response, we consider an 
impedance response with the following definition: 
R=Z՛ ՛ gas/Z՛ ՛ air (at 460 Hz frequency). It's clear, 
that the dependence has a linear characteristic, which 
will allow not only to detect of hydrogen peroxide 
vapors but also to accurately measure the low 
concentrations of this gas. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. The dependence of the ZnO<1at.% La> sensor's 
response on the H2O2 vapor concentration at 150 °C 

operating temperature. 
 
 

The gas-sensitive properties of the sensors based 
on ZnO doped 0.5; 1.5; 2; and 2.5 at.% La were also 
studied. A change in the concentration of the dopant in 
the ZnO material changes its resistance, but the 
dependence has no pattern (Fig. 11). It is assumed, that 
such behavior is associated with stoichiometric 
disorders of the thin film ZnO. The minimum 
resistance (0.07 MOhm) is observed in the case of 
0.5 at.% concentration of La and the maximum 
(25.6 MOhm) in the case of 2.5 at.% La. 
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Fig. 11. The dependence of the ZnO<La> sensor's 
resistance on the Lanthanum concentration at 150 °C 

operating temperature in the air. 
 
 

The response-recovery curves of ZnO<La> sensor 
with different percentage of La observed at 100 ppm 
of H2O2 vapors at 150 0C operating temperature are 
presented in Fig. 12. The maximum sensitivity was 
observed at 2 at.% La concentration in ZnO material 
and increased concentration of the dopant has led to a 
sharp drop in the response (Fig. 13). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 12. The response-recovery curves of ZnO<La> sensor 
with different percentage of dopant (La) observed 

at 100 ppm of H2O2 vapors at 150 0C  
operating temperature. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 13. The dependence of the ZnO<La> sensor's  
response on the Lanthanum concentration in the presence 
of 100 ppm H2O2 vapors at 150 °C operating temperature. 

This ZnO<2 at.% La> based sensor showed 
extremely high sensitivity to very low concentrations 
of hydrogen peroxide vapors at relatively low 
operating temperatures. The resistance variation of the 
ZnO<2 at.% La> sensor in the presence of 100 ppm 
hydrogen peroxide vapors at 150 °C operating 
temperature is presented in Fig. 14. At this 
concentration of H2O2, the resistance of the film 
changes more than 120 times and after eliminating  
the effect of target gas, the resistance is almost 
completely recovered.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 14. The resistance variation of the  
ZnO<2 at.% La> sensor in the presence of 100 ppm 

hydrogen peroxide vapors at 150 °C operating temperature. 
 
 

There were also studied the gas sensing properties 
of the ZnO doped 0.5; 1.5; 2; and 2.5 at.% La sensors 
by impedance spectroscopy. The best sensing results 
were demonstrated by ZnO<2 at.% La> and 
ZnO<0.5 at.% La> sensors. 

The Nyquist plots of the sensors were observed in 
the air and in the presence of 100 ppm hydrogen 
peroxide vapors at 150 °C operating temperature (see 
Fig. 15 and Fig. 16). In the presence of target gas the 
larger deviation of Nyquist plot was observed for 
ZnO<0.5 at.% La> sensor and the curves observed 
both in the air and in the target gas have almost 
semicircle appearance. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 15. The Nyquist plots of ZnO<2at.% La> sensor 
observed in the air and in the presence of 100 ppm H2O2 

vapors at 150 °C operating temperature. 
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Fig. 16. The Nyquist plots of ZnO<0.5 at.% La> sensor 
observed in the air and in the presence of 100 ppm H2O2 

vapors at 150 °C operating temperature. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 17. Frequency dependencies for the real component 
of the impedance for the ZnO<0.5 at.% La> sensor in the 
air and in the presence of 100 ppm H2O2 vapors at 150 °C 

operating temperature. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 18. Frequency dependencies for the imaginary 
component of the impedance for the ZnO<0.5 at.% La> 
sensor in the air and in the presence of 100 ppm H2O2 

vapors at 150 °C operating temperature. 
 
 

The frequency dependencies for the real and 
imaginary components of the impedance for the 
ZnO<0.5 at.% La> sensor were also extracted. At low 
frequencies the deflection of the curves due to target 
gas is incomparably large, which is due to the fact that 
at high frequencies the capacitive properties of the 
sensitive film are revealed. 

4. Hydrogen Peroxide Sensing 
Mechanism 

 
The basis of the operation of conductometric MOS 

based sensors is the change in resistance under the 
effect of reactions taking place on the surface of the 
sensing layer. The change of the sensor resistance is 
related to an ionosorption phenomenon and can be 
explained by a transfer of free charge carriers from the 
sensing layer to adsorbed surface species (or vice 
versa). The initial exposure to air results in oxygen 
adsorption on the surface through transferring 
electrons from the conduction band to the adsorbed 
oxygen. Depending on the working temperatures 
various oxygen species (O2

−, O−, O2−), water, and 
carbon dioxide-related species are present at the active 
surface of the MOS. Oxygen species play an important 
role in the sensing mechanism of MOS based gas 
sensors. The oxygen chemisorption means the 
formation of O2−, O− and O2

− species on the surface. 
They originate due to electrons which are captured by 
adsorbed neutral oxygen species on the surface of the 
oxide. These types of sensors operate mainly at higher 
temperatures than room temperature. The working 
temperature of metal oxide gas sensors is in the range 
of 25-500 °C. In this temperature range, the formation 
of chemisorbed oxygen ion species mainly depends on 
the variation of the temperature during gas-sensing 
measurements. For n-type semiconductor the majority 
charge carriers are electrons and upon interaction with 
a reducing gas an increase in conductivity occurs. In 
the case of oxidizing gases, an increase in resistance is 
observed. It is known that the outbreak and intensity 
of chemical reactions are highly dependent on 
temperature. The formation of chemisorbed oxygen 
ion species, such as O2

−, O−, and O2−, mainly depends 
on the variation of the temperature during gas-sensing 
measurements. The related reactions are shown in the 
following equations [27, 28]: 

 O ↔ O  (1) 
 O + e ↔ O  (<100 0C) (2) 
 O + e ↔ 2O  (100-300 0C) (3) 
 O + e ↔ O  (>300 0C) (4) 
 
Depending on the type of target gas and the 

morphology of the sensitive material, the optimal 
operating temperature varies. At low operating 
temperatures, the response of MOS based sensor is 
restricted by the rates of the chemical reactions, and at 
high temperatures, it is limited by the diffusion rate of 
gas molecules [29].  

Hydrogen peroxide is an oxidizing gas and in the 
case of n-type semiconductor it increases the 
resistance of the film. Upon exposure to hydrogen 
peroxide vapors, the gas molecules splits and created 
O2 molecules react with semiconductor surface and 
take electrons from the lattice, forming oxygen ions 
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which result in a decrease of electrical conductance of 
the n-type semiconductor (La-doped ZnO sensitive 
film). The corresponding reactions are as follows [30]:  

 2H O → 2H O + O  (5) 
 O + e → O  (6) 
 
In the absence of the target gas, the localized 

oxygen ions are intensively desorbed from the 
semiconductor surface, returning the previously taken 
electrons back to the lattice. As a result, the resistance 
of the semiconductor decreases [31].  
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 

We have successfully prepared the La doped ZnO 
sensitive thin films and demonstrated hydrogen 
peroxide vapor sensors at low operating temperature. 
The excellent gas sensing performance can be 
attributed to the following aspects: the sensor provides 
not only high response to ppm level of H2O2 vapors at 
low operating temperature but also significant 
deviation of Nyquist plots at the presence of hydrogen 
peroxide vapor. To introduce optimum amount of 
La2O3 dopant into the ZnO base material can be 
maximized and present best sensing properties. 
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